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Tarcher, 2005. Book Condition: New. Brand New, Unread Copy in Perfect Condition. A+ Customer
Service! Summary: Periel Aschenbrand loathes Internet dating, Republicans, TV, junk food, and
stockbrokers. She is twenty-eight years old, lives in New York and Los Angeles, accessorizes Dolce &
Gabbana with a "F*ck Bush" necklace, and wakes up every morning to a double espresso with a
"splash" of 2% milk. Predictable and pretentious, right? Wrong.Periel Aschenbrand is also best
friends with a Mormon, waits tables in Spanish Harlem, flirts with New York City cops, enjoys a
good lap dance, gets revenge on snotty salespeople in an unconventional manner, and stayed in
constant cell phone communication with her mother while protesting in her underwear at the
Republican National Convention. "Are you provoking any policemen? You could be put in jail and
get physically hurt by crack addicts who would see you as bait."In a refreshing nonfiction debut
that's never sanitized or slick, Periel delivers raunchy and hilarious truths about sex, politics, and
how best to inspire the youth of America.
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ReviewsReviews

A brand new eBook with a brand new point of view. It is rally fascinating throgh reading through time period. You will like the way the article writer
compose this ebook.
-- Ciara Senger-- Ciara Senger

This composed pdf is wonderful. Indeed, it is actually perform, continue to an amazing and interesting literature. I found out this pdf from my i and dad
suggested this pdf to understand.
-- Simeon Legros Sr.-- Simeon Legros Sr.
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